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Dear Friends and Colleagues: 
Over the past decade, my research lab at Roswell Park Cancer Institute (RPCI) (www.roswellpark.org, Buffalo, 
New York) has been focusing on basic and translational cancer research, which has resulted in the discovery 
of a promising set of possible new drugs including FL118 that are based on a novel strategy for fighting cancer 
(http://www.fiercebiotechresearch.com/story/roswell-park-researchers-spot-versatile-cancer-treatment/2012-09-21). We 
recently made new progress: (http://www.fiercebiotechresearch.com/press-releases/roswell-park-scientists-advance-
findings-about-novel-low-toxicity-anticance), (http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/04/130402101149.htm). 
 
To accelerate these studies, Canget BioTekpharma LLC (www.canget-biotek.com) was spun off from RPCI in 
2012. The name "Canget" was derived from Cancer Targeting. 
 
In 2012, Canget participated in the competition of the USA Top100 University Startups (uStartups). Among 
the 98 American universities nominated 194 companies in 2012, Canget came into the Top100.  
 
The USA National Council of Entrepreneurial Tech Transfer (NCET2) selected 14 uStartups from the Top100 
for an invitation to Washington, DC, where these 14 startups plus 8 invited SBIR companies presented to 
investors and the public at the University Startups Showcase and Conference on March 20-22, 2013 
(Washington DC Convention Center). Canget was chosen as one of the 14-uStartup companies and presented 
at this event. This has resulted in good connections with big pharmaceutical companies and investors. 
 
Excitingly, NCET2 selected Canget to help evaluate how well a new crowdfunding initiative can help to 
accelerate progress of university startup companies. This is a very special honor and opportunity for Canget, 
as only 3 university startup companies were selected then. 
 
NCET2 has set up an uStartups website (http://www.ustartups.com/?p=152) to allow individuals to make a 
donation that will be used to move FL118 or its analogs toward its first clinical trial in cancer patients.  
 
Canget's commitment to crowdfunders is below and also on the NCET2 uStartups website: 
 
1) A person who makes a donation will come into the “Crowd Funder Circle” and become a team member to 
make a difference for cancer patients. The Crowd Funders’ name will be listed on the Canget website. Their 
email address and donation information will be in a private document for future contact to share Canget’s 
culture idea and other win-win plans of Canget’s success with crowd funders in the ‘Circle”. 
 
2) All funds collected will be used to move our novel drugs into the clinic and beyond. As soon as Canget is 
able to generate revenue from drug sales, Canget will donate funds to appropriate organizations for 
philanthropy, charity, and cancer research in an amount not less than what it raised through NCET2's 
uStartups platform. This will continue as a lifetime feature, which is part of Canget Company’s culture idea. 
 
The commitment above is noted on the NCET2 uStartups website and can be found at the above link. For 
more information about crowdfunding, please search crowdfunding on your favorite web browser or go to 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowd_funding. 
 
If you, your friends, and your relatives would like to make a donation to help fight cancer and to make a win-win 
situation, please go to the NCET2-supported uStartups website (http://www.ustartups.com/?p=152).  
 
We hope that you will find this to be a great opportunity for you, your friends, and your relatives to be a 
benefactor for cancer patients. Canget greatly appreciates your help in realizing the cancer-free dream. 
We hope that you, your friends, and your relatives join in crowd funders to share Canget’s success. 
 
Sincerely,  
Fengzhi Li, Founder and Chief Scientific Officer (CSO) 




